April 22, 2022
Todd Vasos
Chief Executive Officer
Dollar General Corporation
100 Mission Ridge
Goodlettsville, TN 37072
Dear Mr. Vasos:
I request information concerning Dollar General’s labor, employment, and workplace safety
practices. Along with Dollar Tree, Dollar General is one of two major dollar store corporations in
the United States, and has seen explosive—and continuing—growth, with the two combining for
more dollar store locations in the United States than Walmart, Starbucks, and McDonald’s
locations combined. 1 Yet for years, press accounts, lawsuits, and federal and state investigations
have detailed unacceptable conditions for workers at Dollar General’s stores and warehouses. As
the company’s business grows, particularly in low-income communities, more and more Dollar
General workers will face low wages, insufficient benefits, and unsafe working conditions. I call
on you to explain Dollar General’s shameful labor practices and commit to improving conditions
for workers moving forward.
As of February 2022, Dollar General operates 18,190 stores, almost double the 9,961 stores the
company operated a decade ago. 2 According to a 2020 projection, dollar stores and similar
operators in the low-cost retail sector accounted for one in every three new stores that planned to
open in 2021. 3 And the industry continues to expand, with Dollar General reportedly planning to
open another 1,100 new locations in 2022—a rate of more than three new store openings per day. 4
As the company continues to experience substantial growth, health and safety conditions for
workers in its stores and warehouses remain woefully inadequate and, in some cases, violate
federal law. In recent years, Dollar General has been required to pay more than $8 million to settle
claims for violations of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), and the company has accrued more
than $3 million in penalties from the U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA). 5 Those significant fines, in addition to class action settlements for
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violation of state laws, out-of-court settlements, and pending class actions, indicate a regular
practice of cutting corners on worker pay and safety that cannot continue.
Despite Dollar General’s increasing profits, workers face long hours, low wages, wage theft,
and limited benefits.
Dollar General has consistently paid workers some of the lowest hourly rates of any major retail
corporation in the country. In 2015, Dollar General used a pay scale that started many employees
at $7.25 per hour. 6 And those numbers have barely increased since: a 2020 report found Dollar
General paid hourly employees an average of $9.68 per hour, lower than any other retail company
surveyed. 7 Dollar General’s financial disclosures indicate the median compensated employee
earned just $16,688 annually in 2020. 8 According to the U.S. Department of Labor’s Bureau of
Labor Statistics, that median employee salary is in the bottom 10 percent of workers categorized
as either “retail salespersons” or “cashiers.” 9
While Dollar General’s employees struggle to make ends meet, your own compensation as CEO
was a staggering 986 times greater than the median employee’s annual earnings. 10 A 986:1 ratio of
CEO to median employee compensation is nearly three times the average ratio of other major
corporations in the United States, which averaged a ratio of 351:1 during the same period. 11
Dollar General’s business practices also systematically deprive workers of the wages they earn on
the job. One warehouse worker described, as part of an ongoing class action lawsuit, the
company’s expectation that he clock into work seven minutes before his shift began with his
required protective gear already in place, and then immediately begin his work. 12 He was not
compensated for the time he spent putting on the protective gear, the required seven minutes per
shift of extra work, the time to remove his protective gear, or numerous other lost hours of his
time. 13
In addition to paying low wages, Dollar General misclassifies many of its workers as salaried store
managers to avoid paying overtime. Under the FLSA, most employers must pay overtime when
employees work more than 40 hours in a week unless those employees are executives who have
management responsibilities as their “primary duty.” 14 Dollar General has a long history of
exploiting this “executive exemption” from overtime requirements. Lawsuits and press reports
have repeatedly documented the company’s practices: corporate management severely restricts the
number of total hours that store managers can allocate in a week to non-managers, expecting
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managers to cover the rest without overtime, lunch breaks, or additional compensation. 15 The
company misclassifies workers who should be considered eligible for overtime pay as executives,
even though the majority of their work consists of unloading merchandise, stocking shelves, and
other non-managerial tasks. 16 At one Maine store, the salaried store manager was working 70 to
80 hours per week without overtime. 17 Another manager noted that most of the heavily restricted
hours were assigned on days when the store received deliveries, leaving the manager to staff the
store with just one other employee from opening until close three or four days per week. 18
In 2014, as a result of these violations, Dollar General agreed to pay $8.3 million to compensate
former store managers who should have received payment for the overtime hours they worked. 19
Even following that settlement, it is clear the unlawful practices continue: in a separate class
action lawsuit that settled for nearly $10 million in 2020, former store managers uncovered a
corporate memo that instructed store managers of their “responsibility” not to take a lunch break—
in direct violation of state law—if the store was understaffed, a near certainty given the impossible
limits imposed by the same corporate leadership. 20
Dollar General has also demonstrated animosity toward workers’ rights to collectively bargain. In
the fall of 2021, workers at a Dollar General Store in Connecticut contacted a union organizer and
attempted to unionize. 21 To combat that effort, Dollar General hired five consultants who were
each paid $2,700 per day, approximately 22 times the daily wages of the leader of the unionization
effort. 22 This is part of a concerning pattern of anti-union efforts that follow Dollar General’s 2020
decision to close down the first (and so far, only) of its stores to vote for a union. 23
Finally, media reports reveal Dollar General been forced to temporarily close stores because the
company’s employment practices have driven entire staffs to quit en masse. 24 Two store workers
in Eliot, Maine walked off the job a day after their manager quit and left a note telling customers,
“Dollar General doesn’t pay a living wage or treat their employees with respect.” 25
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Dollar General’s stores and warehouses are unsafe and unsanitary.
Employers are required by federal law to provide safe and healthy workplaces, yet unsafe working
conditions put the safety and health of Dollar General workers at risk every day. Over the past 10
years, Dollar General has been cited by OSHA 244 times for a multitude of workplace safety
issues. 26 OSHA deemed a number of these “repeated” citations, indicating Dollar General has had
similar previous violations, or “willful” citations, which indicate intentional disregard or plain
indifference for the law and workplace safety. 27 The citations detail a series of violations of safety
standards: (1) repeated fines for failing to have a clear paths to fire exits; 28 (2) blocked electrical
panels that put employees at risk of accidental fire, shock, and other dangers; 29 and (3) stacks of
unstable merchandise and over-stocked materials that put employees at risk of being seriously
injured while at work. 30
In addition to the hundreds of citations, OSHA has proposed more than $3.6M in penalties
following 55 inspections of Dollar General facilities since 2016. 31 In just one recent example,
OSHA proposed $683,680 in penalties for three Alabama Dollar General stores in February 2022
after inspectors found five willful violations, including exposure to electrical hazards, failure to
take measures to protect against fire hazards, and entrapment hazards caused by a cluttered back
stockroom and blocked exit routes.32
Dollar General has also failed to protect the health and safety of its workers from workplace
violence arising from criminal activity targeting its stores. Six Dollar General workers have died
during store robberies since 2016, a staggering figure for a single employer. 33 According to law
enforcement officers who have studied the high levels of crime associated with dollar stores, the
understaffing at the stores contributes to them being targets of crime. 34 Dollar General has put in
place minimal security precautions to protect against these threats, and currently have low quality
security cameras and no active security guards. 35 In Dayton, Ohio, seven Dollar General stores
accounted for 29 percent of the city’s commercial robberies in 2019. 36 Police departments
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throughout the country have tried to raise security concerns with Dollar General management, but
have been met with little cooperation from the company. 37
Requests for Information
As Dollar General continues to expand, there seems to be no plan to address this long-standing
pattern of anti-worker practices. To understand Dollar General’s worker policies and procedures,
as well as the company’s response to violations of federal labor law, I request you provide the
following information by no later than May 6, 2022:
1. For each category of store-based role at Dollar General stores, please provide the following
documents:
a. Job descriptions, including expected or required duties for each position;
b. Hourly wage or salary ranges for each position;
c. Policies related to meal breaks, rest periods, and paid or unpaid leave for each
position; and
d. Descriptions of non-salary benefits, including the requirements for obtaining
employer-sponsored health, retirement, or other forms of benefits.
2. Please provide the most recent policies, manuals, and trainings (including for managers
and new hires), including for the following topics:
a. Occupational health, safety, and security;
b. Anti-discrimination and harassment;
c. Scheduling and procedures for timekeeping;
d. Measures to combat shrink, or the loss of money or items in the store;
e. Housekeeping and sanitation;
f. Store video surveillance;
g. Use of any internal or third-party flexible scheduling programs; and
h. Staffing levels and structures.
3. Please provide the most recent policies, procedures, and other documents relating to
managerial roles at Dollar General stores, including:
a. All documents relating to the company’s policy for determining which positions are
considered exempt from the overtime provisions of the FLSA; and
b. Data showing the number of employees classified as exempt and non-exempt.
4. Please provide the following related to claims brought in arbitration:
a. The number of claims related to the FLSA or any related state or local wage and
hour laws brought from January 1, 2017 to present; and
b. For each resolved claim:
i. a description of the resolution; and
ii. The amount awarded, if any, to the claimant(s).
5. Please provide the following documents that relate to or discuss employees’ right to
unionize or the company’s policies on unionization:
37
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a. Any documents, presentations, or communications sent to store employees that
concern or address unionization;
b. Budget outlays for any anti-unionization efforts conducted at any stores since
January 1, 2020; and
c. Copies of any internal communication regarding unionization efforts from January
1, 2020 to present.
6. Please provide all internal documents and communications, including emails, related to
OSHA violations resulting in initial penalties exceeding $50,000 in total since January 1,
2017.
7. Please provide any audits, reports, or reviews related to any internal or third-party health
and safety inspections conducted of Dollar General stores since January 1, 2017.
8. Dollar General has reportedly implemented security measures to address high incidences
of crime at some stores. 38 Please provide the following documents:
a. A description of the remote monitoring systems in place at Dollar General stores;
b. Dollar Store’s contract and related agreements with ADT related to store security;
c. A list of stores protected under the ADT contract or remote monitoring systems,
designating which stores are protected by which mechanism; and
d. Documentation on all instances of crime reported through ADT or witnessed by
remote monitoring systems from January 2021 to present.
Thank you in advance for your attention to this matter. If you have any questions or would like to
discuss compliance with this request, please contact Greg Carter at Greg_Carter@help.senate.gov
and Laura Gyamfi at Laura_Gyamfi@help.senate.gov.
Sincerely,
____________________
PATTY MURRAY
Chair
U.S. Senate Committee on Health, Education,
Labor, and Pensions
cc: Senator Richard Burr
Ranking Member
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